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GREAT FOR EVERYDAY USE!GREAT FOR EVERYDAY USE!

Available in Gray,
Blue & Burgundy!

*Device not included

Introducing Pillow Pad
The secret is in the tri-ledge design that gives you three perfect
viewing angles — whether you're lying down, sitting up or even
standing! All you do is rotate to find the view that works for you!
Pillow Pad is made from a breakthrough cushioned foam that's
ultra lightweight and super soft to comfortably rest in your lap.
Plus, it's firm enough so you can swipe, wipe or type with
precision and speed! Because of the non-slip fabric and
innovative ledge design, it securely holds virtually all of your
devices, large and small! And here's the best part — with three
perfect viewing angles, Pillow Pad adjusts with you!

It's the most comfortable way to binge watch, shop for the best
deals on the web, video chat with friends or family, keep the kids
happy in the car, and it's not just for devices! Use Pillow Pad on
the table to display recipes, to help your children practice their
music or comfortably do their homework! Seniors love Pillow
Pad because it provides joint comfort and there's no better way to
study your faith than with Pillow Pad! Plus, the cover is
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Props Your Tablet Or Book Up For YouProps Your Tablet Or Book Up For You
So You Can Stay Comfortable!So You Can Stay Comfortable!

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME OFFER
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FEATURES & BENEFITS

Perfect for all devices – Large or
Small

Rotate to Find the View that's Best for
You

Perfect for Sitting, Lounging, and
Laying Down

Three Perfect Viewing Angles for
Electronic Devices & Printed Materials

Ultra Soft Non-Slip Cover — 100%
Machine Washable

Ultra Lightweight and Super Soft

Firm Enough To Swipe, Wipe and
Type

Binge WatchingBinge Watching Shopping OnlineShopping Online Video ChattingVideo Chatting In The CarIn The Car
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removable and 100% machine washable! Order now and we'll
upgrade you automatically to the deluxe Pillow Pad with the
built-in pocket to store your glasses, earphones and more!

*Indicates Required Field

STEP 1: Select Your Offer

YES! I'd like to double my offer and I'll cover the separate
$6.99 fee!

How many Pillow Pad DOUBLE OFFERS would you like? Each
DOUBLE OFFER includes 2 pillows of the same color.

Gray

0

Blue

0

Burgundy

0

STEP 2: Enter Your Payment Information

 What is PayPal

OFFER DETAILS:
For a limited time only, we'll send you 1 Pillow Pad in your
choice of Gray, Blue or Burgundy for just $19.99 plus $6.99
shipping and handling. PLUS, order right now and we'll send
you a second Pillow Pad, just pay and a separate $6.99 fee.
We'll also include the deluxe upgrade with a built-in pocket
absolutely free! Each double offer includes 2 Pillow Pads in
the SAME color.

This offer is covered by our 60-Day Money Back Guarantee.
Sales tax will be added where applicable. A $1 web service fee
will be added to each order. Non-continental U.S. orders
please add an additional $29.99 shipping surcharge.

For customer service, please call 888-526-0598 or email
pillowpad@rephelpdesk.com. To check the status of your
order, please click here.

Must be 18 years or older to order.
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